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Microsoft SYNC® Owner's Clinic
Saturday, September 1st 10am-2pm
Stop in Saturday, September 1st for our monthly complimentary Microsoft SYNC® Clinic. This is open
to all sales and service customers. Enjoy a complimentary pastry prepared by Cardinal Cushing
Centers Bakery and a FREE Gift Bag. The Clinic is held between the hours of 10am-2pm, RSVP to
wroderick@jannell.com . 
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New 2018 Ford Escape S FWD. $19,990.00
Save $5,035.00

http://jannellford.com/Boston/For-Sale/New/Ford/Escape/2018-S-Red-SUV/55788212/
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REDUCED! Brand NEW 2014 Mustang Shelby
GT500! $58,995
Full 3 yr Warranty! Dealer Owned, 5k miles
**Never registered** Fresh from the Dealership, OWNER'S PRIVATE COLLECTION! This could now
be yours. Only 5k well cared for miles on the nicest sunny days. This Mustang makes its presence
known. Shelby GT500 has the most powerful production V8 engine in the world - a 662-hp
supercharged 5.8L V8 capable of more than 200 miles per hour on the track. The available Track
Apps gives you performance metrics - everything from acceleration times to g-forces measurements.
Don't miss out on this offering! 
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Brand NEW Leftover 2017 Transit Connect Van! Last
One!
ONLY $20,991.00 with FULL WARRANTY! Stock #12149
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5 Best Bookstores in New England
Bookstores to get lost in around the New England region

If you enjoy perusing rows and rows of books while contemplating which you would like to read next,
then you’re in luck. New England is home to a wide range of bookstores offering great selections,
friendly atmospheres and plenty of
opportunities to sow your creative
oats. 

White Birch Books (New
Hampshire)

The exterior of White Birch Books,
set in a quaint little house with a
cute porch, does not accurately
convey the size of the selection
you’ll find inside. Nestled farther
back on the road in North Conway,
this indie bookstore carries an
impressive number of books
ranging from the latest best-sellers
to a comprehensive local section.
Since 1992, White Birch Books has
been dedicated to promoting and
supporting local readers and
writers, making it a literary hub for
creatives throughout the area.

Brattle Book Shop (Massachusetts)  

Brattle Book Shop, located in Downtown Boston, is one of America’s oldest and largest used book
shops. This store features two floors packed with used books, and a third floor filled with rare and
hard-to-find titles. In total, Brattle Book Shop offers customers a selection of more than 250,000
books, maps, prints and postcards. In addition to his duties running the shop, proprietor Ken Gloss
hosts a podcast called “Brattlecast,” in which he shares stories from the store’s history and provides
his insight on different books. An expert in appraising, book collecting and bookselling, Gloss also
frequently gives talks around the Boston metro area that are can’t-miss for individuals of similar
interests. 

The Book Barn (Connecticut) 

Starting out as a room with a couch and three bookcases, The Book Barn has expanded to
encompass more than 500,000 books across four locations in the seaside town of Niantic. The Book
Barn works to unite “people and books together in biblioholic bliss,” and it does so not just with a great
selection, but also with snacks and friendly cats. The Book Barn’s belief in the traditional
brick-and-mortar shop is so strong that it does not engage in any sort of e-commerce, preferring
instead that its customers come by in person to browse its wares and make purchases.  

Barrington Books (Rhode Island)

Voted Best Independent Bookstore Statewide by Rhode Island Monthly’s Reader’s Poll, Barrington
Books  offers far more than just books. To complement its wide selection of literature, the store offers
a mix of toys and gift items to fulfill every family’s needs. It also plays host to a number of community
events. Sticking with the focus on family, Barrington Books’ story hour takes place three days a week



and is ideal for children ages 2-5. Not only does story time include the dramatic telling of a
child-friendly tale, but it also offers a related craft project that allows young ones to flex their creative
muscles.  

Owl & Turtle Bookshop Café (Maine)

After it originally opened in Camden in 1970, The Owl & Turtle Bookshop Café passed through
several different locations before ending up back where it started on Bay View Street in 2016. The
original bookshop motel has evolved to include a cozy cafe offering locally roasted beans from Coffee
on the Porch and local pastries. With several readings and signings on the calendar and shelves
stocked with a wide variety of books across all genres and interests, The Owl & Turtle has become a
favorite gathering spot in the neighborhood for people who enjoy both a good book and relaxing
atmosphere.

If you love to be among books, then you’ll find it easy to while away an afternoon among the shelves
at these five New England bookstores. Once you’ve made your purchase, you can use your new
books to whisk yourself off to the past or jettison yourself into a world that only exists between the
pages and in your imagination.
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Car Care: End-of-Summer Maintenance
Transitioning your car to the next season

Summer has come and gone in a flash, and you probably spent a lot of the past months on the road
traveling for family vacations. Those drives have certainly put a strain on your vehicle, so to ensure
that your car is ready to make the transition from summer to fall you need to perform this
end-of-summer maintenance.

Tires 

After spending a season driving
long distances and parking in the
summer heat, your vehicle’s tires
have endured strenuous
conditions. To ensure they’re ready
for the months ahead, check that
each tire is inflated to the proper
level and doesn’t show signs of
leaks, bulges or cracks. While
you’re at it, check the condition of
the spare tire.

Care Advantage Inc. recommends
evaluating if the tires have deep
enough traction to safely operate in
the winter. Depending on where
you live, you might want to
consider switching to snow tires
before winter arrives.

Engine oil

Having your oil changed according to your owner's manual is a great way to maintain the health of
your vehicle, especially during the summer months. So if it’s been a while, it might be time to check
and see if you need to schedule your oil change. According to Firestone Complete Auto Care, intense
weather — including heat — strains your vehicle, so the oil system needs to remain clean and flowing
to help the engine run.

Wipers

Other parts of your car that could’ve sustained damage from the summer heat are the wiper blades.
High temperatures and direct sun could’ve cracked the rubber and rendered the wipers less effective.
The National Automotive Parts Association recommends replacing the wiper blades every six months
— or sooner if they’re damaged.

Lights

Rarely do you spend time outside your car while it’s running, so it has probably been a while since
you’ve seen how well — or poorly — its lights are shining. Grab a partner to help you check the lights
to catch any dim or dead bulbs. This includes the headlamps, tail lights, turn signals and emergency
lights. To keep lights bright, The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence recommends
cleaning the lenses with a wet cloth on a regular basis to remove grime.

Clean out



Proper maintenance is more than just about what’s under the hood. If you and your family spent a lot
of time in the car this summer, the cabin is probably filled with extraneous cargo, trash and dirt. Take
time to clean out the piled-up junk, vacuum the interior and freshen up the upholstery.

The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence recommends also restocking emergency
tools at this time, including gloves, blankets, flares, a flashlight, snacks and cables.

Vehicle inspection

Summer can accelerate the wear and breakdown of a car’s essential systems, including ones you
might not obviously recognize. Experts at Firestone Complete Auto Care recommend having
professionals evaluate the status of the brakes, the alignment, the belts, the air conditioning, the
defroster, the battery (condition and charge) and various fluid levels. If your vehicle has reached a
milestone on its odometer, an inspection is particularly important.

From cleaning to inspections, there are many ways you can help your vehicle continue running for
many summers to come.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Ford Motor Company Extended Service Plans

Did you know? Jannell Ford offers extended warranty coverage for your vehicle through Ford Protect!
Ford Protect offers extended coverage for your vehicle beyond the vehicle's new car warranty up to
150,000 miles and because it is backed by Ford it can be serviced at any Ford/Lincoln Dealer
nationwide as well as any ASE Certified repair facility if a Ford dealer is not accessible during normal
business hours. Please contact Joanne or Kathy in our business office for details @ 781-982-4500
x205. 
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Upcoming Fall TV Premieres
Tune into these new television series arriving this fall

The fall television season is exciting each year, with new programs being added into weekly
schedules on a variety of channels. This year has been quite busy and newsworthy for television, with
multiple reboots making headlines and new shows from well-known producers heading to the small
screen. Here are five shows you’ll
want to check out when they
premiere.

“FBI”

Fans of the “Law & Order”
franchise should be pleased to
know that Dick Wolf is at it again
with a new drama series on CBS
starring Missy Peregrym and “Law
& Order” alum Jeremy Sisto. “FBI”
is a fast-paced show that follows
the inner workings of the New York
FBI office as the agents work to
solve crimes happening in and
around the city. Not many
additional details have been
released, but the trailer for the
show portrays Peregrym and Sisto
rushing to figure out the cause of
multiple timed bombings within the city.

“Happy Together”

Another big name is coming to CBS, but not necessarily one you would expect. Singer Harry Styles is
taking on a new role of executive producer for the show “Happy Together,” starring Damon Wayans Jr.
and Amber Stevens West. The series is very loosely based on the time when Styles was first stepping
into the limelight and temporarily lived on the couch of filmmaker, producer and friend Ben Winston.
Felix Mallard portrays pop star Cooper James, who, in a time of crisis, asks to live with his accountant
(Wayans Jr.) and his wife (Stevens West).  

“Star Wars Resistance”

The Disney Channel is looking to expand on the most popular movie franchise with a new animated
show, “Star Wars Resistance.” Set just a few years prior to “Star Wars: The Force Awakens,” this new
series follows the heroic exploits of newcomer Kazuda Xiono, a pilot for the Resistance. Big names
like Bobby Moynihan and Donald Faison will play main characters while Oscar Isaac and Gwendoline
Christie have been confirmed as series guests to reprise their roles as Poe Dameron and Captain
Phasma, respectively. Of course, viewers can expect to see the lovable droid, BB-8.

“The Rookie”

Nathan Fillion became well-known for his charismatic presence on popular shows like “Firefly” and
“Castle.” ABC is capitalizing on his success by having him star in the new police drama “The Rookie,”
where Fillion portrays a middle-aged man who decides to enroll in the Los Angeles Police Academy
after experiencing a life-altering incident. Series creator Alexi Hawley worked with Fillion on “Castle,”
so there are high hopes from critics for this new show.



“New Amsterdam”

Of course, it wouldn’t be prime-time television if there wasn’t another new medical drama introduced
into the bunch. “New Amsterdam,” premiering on NBC, follows the life of Dr. Max Goodwin (Ryan
Eggold), the new medical director for Bellevue Hospital as he plans to tear down the restrictive
bureaucracy of the system in order to get patients the medical care they need. “Grey’s Anatomy”
producer and director Peter Horton is at the helm of this drama, along with David Schulner of
“Desperate Housewives.”

There are quite a few new television shows to get excited about this fall. Plan your days accordingly
and set aside some time — or set your DVR — to check out these upcoming series.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Wellness Checks to Schedule before School Starts
Make sure to schedule these health checks before autumn arrives

Going back to school is a stressful time for parents; particularly when making sure your children have
all of the supplies they need for their classes, as well as the best clothes and nutritious meals. One
thing you should definitely address before your children get to the classroom is their health and
wellness. 

General wellness visit

The first wellness check the
American Academy of Pediatrics
(AAP) recommends is a general
checkup, often called a wellness
visit or a well-child visit. The
checkup’s focus changes from year
to year as your child gets older,
often including checks for
developmental abnormalities,
measuring the child’s height/weight
and watching out for any problems
that are common in your family.
This visit should include the doctor
checking your child’s psychological
and behavioral development too,
asking about school performance,
friendships and socialization. At
older ages, they will address adolescent issues like drinking, smoking, drugs, sexual activity and
depression.

Sports physical

In addition to a general wellness visit, if your child plans to participate in sporting activities, the AAP
says it is a good idea (and often also required by the school) to schedule a sports physical. These
allow the doctor to address issues specific to high physical activity, such as rehabilitating any existing
injuries, getting proper nutrition and choosing healthy training and exercise programs.

Immunizations

Immunization is important to preventing certain serious diseases in children, and is especially
important in school, where many children meet in the same place. Thus, the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention recommends particular vaccinations in children 4 to 6 years old and 11 to 12
years old. In addition, many schools require students to be up-to-date on their immunizations to enroll
in the first place.

Vision

Children who can’t see properly are certain to have a harder time in school, and vision problems are
easier to treat when detected early. In particular, The Children’s Clinic recommends vision checks for
younger children, as some of the more serious eye problems like amblyopia can cause permanent
vision damage by age 7 or 8.

These checks are especially important because, oftentimes, a child will not realize a problem exists.
Kaiser Permanente’s Physician in Chief and Director of Audiology and Eye Care Philip Paros, OD,
says, “Children may not complain of not being able to see clearly, which makes exams even more



says, “Children may not complain of not being able to see clearly, which makes exams even more
important.” He recommends watching for signs of vision problems, like recurring headaches while
reading, sitting too close to the TV, squinting at distant objects or slipping behind in reading ability.

Hearing

As with vision problems, hearing problems can easily cause a child to have difficulty in school. Also, if
left untreated, issues can arise such as delayed speech, language acquisition or social-emotional and
behavioral problems. With early treatment, though, The Children’s Clinic says children with hearing
loss have significantly better developmental outcomes, allowing them to progress at an
age-appropriate pace.

Scheduling these wellness checks before school begins can help prevent issues in both the short
term and the long term, giving your child a much better chance at a happy, healthy life.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Preview: 2019 Ford Ranger
Ford is reviving a classic pickup for the modern automotive age

It’s been eight years since the midsize Ranger was in the Ford lineup, but the popular truck is making
a comeback for the 2019 model year. With truck sales higher than ever, having this smaller option will
present a strong market advantage for the brand. The 2019 Ford Ranger includes many of the
attributes it was known for in the past, along with some exciting new updates.

Capabilities to keep you safe

Off-road enthusiasts of the past
adored the original Ford Ranger for
its rugged and tough nature. The
new Ford Ranger is just as durable
and dependable, having been
tested on some of the world’s most
brutal terrains and conditions.
Should you need some extra help
along those rough paths, the 2019
Ranger can be equipped with the
FX4 Off-Road Package, which
includes bash and skid plates to
protect the undercarriage of the
truck as well as all-terrain tires that
will grip the toughest roadways.
Trail Control™, which acts like an
off-road cruise control, is an
additional option for the 2019 Ford
Ranger, allowing you to maintain a
constant slow speed while
traversing rocky trails.

Gearing up for a better drive

Under the hood of the 2019 Ford Ranger is a 2.3-liter EcoBoost® engine with Auto Start-Stop
technology, which optimizes both power and efficiency using direct gasoline injection and
turbocharging. Along with the efficient powertrain, the new Ranger is packed with state-of-the-art
technology that can assist you during every drive. While in use, available adaptive cruise control
utilizes a radar sensor to automatically slow down the truck and maintains a safe distance if the
vehicle in front of you decreases its speed. The available Lane-Keeping System will alert you to any
lane drifting by vibrating the steering wheel or applying torque vectoring to safely get you back in your
lane. Rounding out the helpful safety systems available on the 2019 Ford Ranger is a Blind Spot
Information System and Pre-Collision Assist with Pedestrian Detection, both of which act as an extra
set of eyes when maneuvering the truck.

Keeping things connected

In the modern world, any vehicle needs to be connected and provide drivers with the ability to sync
smartphones and apps. Going beyond the standard, the 2019 Ford Ranger features FordPass
Connect, which allows you to create an in-vehicle Wi-Fi hotspot, available for up to 10 devices to
connect to from as far as 50 feet outside the truck. On top of that, you can use the FordPass™ mobile
app to track data usage, so you know exactly how you’re utilizing this innovative feature.

The 2019 Ford Ranger will be available at three trim levels — XL, XLT and Lariat — and can be



configured as a SuperCab and SuperCrew, leaving the two-door option in the past. Visit us to learn
more about the arrival of this classic Ford vehicle.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford Focus RS
The hottest hot hatch only gets hotter in what might be its last
hurrah

The limited-edition 2018 Ford Focus RS is the fastest and most powerful Focus ever built. As it
stands, it may also be the last of its kind offered to drivers in the United States, which makes it all the
more special for performance enthusiasts. If hot hatches are your preferred poison, you might want to
act fast so as not to be left in the dust. 

Peak performance

The 2018 Ford Focus RS brings
back the venerable 2.3-liter
EcoBoost® engine, which delivers
best-in-class 350 horsepower and
350 lb-ft of torque, ensuring
high-performance thrills whether on
the road or on the track.* The
Focus RS also features the Ford
Performance All-Wheel-Drive
System, which uses Dynamic
Torque Vectoring for superlative
control in any driving condition.  

Making the 2018 Ford Focus RS
even better than previous iterations
is a standard mechanical
Quaife® Limited Slip Differential for
the front axle. This balances torque
to an even greater extent by
distributing it to the front wheel with
the most traction, working to
prevent wheel spin and improving stability. This ensures that the new Focus RS isn’t just fun to drive
but instills a sense of confidence and control in the driver. 

Specially designed

The 2018 Ford Focus RS delivers an aerodynamic, athletic and assertive aesthetic that grabs the
attention of passersby and doesn’t let go. While much of the Focus RS’ formula remains untouched,
the addition black mirror caps and spoiler, RS wheel center caps and Race Red color option helps it
stand out to an even greater extent. The interior is also updated for 2018, adding carbon-fiber accents
throughout the cockpit and making leather RECARO® sport seats with Miko®-Dinamica inserts
standard. The clean, intuitive layout of the cabin makes the Focus RS a pleasure to drive,
emphasizing driver comfort and sporty styling all at once.

When it arrived in America at the start of 2016, the Focus RS was hailed as proof positive of Ford
Performance’s mastery of the hot hatch formula. Just two years later, the Focus RS stands improved
and even more desirable thanks to improvements made with drivers in mind. If the 2018 Ford Focus
RS is truly the last of its kind to be found in the land of milk and honey, it’s certainly going out on a
sweet note.

*Horsepower and torque ratings achieved with 93-octane fuel.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Ford’s Fuel-Efficient Taxis Reimagine the
Traditional Vehicle
Automaker enhances the efficiency of the typical taxi

Following Ford’s announcement that it will gradually stop producing all passenger vehicles except the
Mustang and the upcoming Focus Active model, the automaker is exploring another new direction —
revamping the conventional taxi
design.

The company recently introduced
two efficient options for taxi
vehicles: the 2019 Transit Connect
Taxi and the all-new Fusion Hybrid
Taxi. According to Imran Jalal,
brand and communications
manager for Ford fleet marketing,
the two designs directly respond to
the industry’s demand for more
reliable, comfortable and efficient
taxis. He expressed the unique
contributions of each model.
“Transit Connect Taxi and Fusion
Hybrid Taxi offer all three with
special attention to potentially help
lower fuel costs. Plus, Fusion
Hybrid underscores our
commitment to introduce even
more efficient and capable hybrids in the future.”

The Transit Connect Taxi can accommodate up to five passengers with space to spare — 60 cubic
feet of cargo volume behind the second row, to be exact. Dual sliding side doors pair with a lower
cabin floor to make for easier entrances and exits. You can also utilize the available
wheelchair-accessible ramp, courtesy of the Ford Qualified Vehicle Modifier program. Choose the
School Bus Yellow paint exterior for a traditional taxi hue.

The 2019 Transit Connect Taxi is available with a 1.5-liter EcoBlue® diesel engine under the hood to
achieve an expected 30 mpg on the highway. We’ll have to wait until later this year to hear the final
EPA-estimated ratings, however.

The Fusion Hybrid Taxi promises to be even more environmentally-conscious than the Transit
Connect model. Ford estimates that the vehicle will yield 36 mpg on the highway and 40 mpg in the
city, although we’ll have to wait until the final EPA-estimated ratings are announced. Police-tuned
suspension, along with calibrated high-performance brakes, boost performance. Steel wheels and an
increased ride height are two other elements to anticipate.

The 2019 Fusion Hybrid Taxi is available for order now, but you’ll have to wait a bit longer to order the
2019 Transit Connect Taxi. According to Ford, both models will hit the market by the end of this year.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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5 Things to Know Before Hitting the Flea Market
Preparing for a successful street market outing

Few places hold as many unexpected treasures as a flea market, but you have to be committed to
searching, haggling and sweating it out to find those deals. A successful second-hand shopping trip
begins well before you peruse the merchandise. Here are some tips for preparing for your flea market
excursion. 

Outfit is important

Ignore your Instagram impulse: flea
markets aren’t a place to dress up,
look chic and snap selfies. Wear,
comfortable, affordable clothes and
leave your expensive jewelry or
wristwatch at home. Brian Martucci
of Money Crashers points out that
wearing baggy jeans or a loose
shirt and avoiding looking
fashionable could help your
haggling efforts, especially if
vendors don’t think you’re loaded.

Also, remember that you’ll be in a
dirty, sunny, crowded place,
walking around and digging in
boxes for hours. Don’t shoot
yourself in the foot by hindering your shopping efforts with unsupportive footwear or uncomfortable
garments.

Carry change

Speaking of not looking like you’re loaded with money, the way you fill your wallet is also important
when preparing for a trip to the flea market. Sticking with cash—and in small denominations—is the
best route to striking a good deal and allows for more influence during bargaining. Martucci warns,
“Nothing derails a transaction faster than asking a vendor to make change for a $100 bill.”

When you pack your cash, Leah French of The Spruce advises to store it securely in a front pocket,
hip pack or cross-body bag you keep in front of you. Never store valuables somewhere where
someone can reach and nab them.

Bring a cart

The purpose of going to a flea market is, obviously, to shop. Unless you have easy access to come
and go from your car, you’re probably going to be dragging along your purchases throughout the day.
Save yourself the strain and possibility of dropping items by bringing along a cart to store your
purchases. French recommends bringing an upright, collapsible one with wheels, but Martucci says
that a wagon or even a wheelbarrow would work.

Go in a group

Flea market hunting is too arduous of an endeavor to undertake on your own. Bring along some
friends or family members who are also interested in shopping and willing to share the work. Martucci
suggests covering more ground by compiling a list of what everyone is looking for and making copies.
Apps like Snapchat can be very useful for getting feedback on potential buys if your group has



separated. Plan a recurring meeting point and keep in contact with each other.

No, your dog doesn’t count as a friend and, as French advises, should probably be left at home. You
may think that a day walking around outside would be ideal for a canine companion but bringing Spot
along will quickly become a hassle with water breaks, poop pick-up, stranger interactions and
bumping into things.

Arrive early

Flea market vendors don’t carry items that they can restock like other stores do; once things are gone,
they’re gone. You might not be a morning person but finding items you want may depend on you
arriving when the flea market opens. According to Martucci, “If you seek the optimal mix of quality,
variety, availability, and price, the odds work in your favor when you arrive early.”

With the forethought to plan your outing ahead of time, you’ll ensure a better chance of finding better
items at better prices when you visit a flea market.
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New Ford Resource and Engagement Center
Announced for Craiova
Ford’s FREC expands to its fourth location and first in Europe

The Ford Motor Company Fund has spent the last 69 years dedicated to improving community life,
education and safety, and it continued its expansion in June with the announcement of the first Ford
Resource and Engagement Center in Europe. Following in the footsteps of two FRECs opened in
Detroit and one opened in South Africa, the FREC Craiova will extend Ford’s focus on
entrepreneurship to Romania. 

The FREC Craiova will be
established in partnership with
local nonprofit Asociatia Pentry
Educatie SV Oltenia and will bring
together local mentors, educational
leaders and nonprofit partners in
addition to Ford volunteers. It will
be a social entrepreneurship
incubator space where students
and recent graduates of the
University of Craiova can come
together to design and launch
innovative, sustainable ways to
positively impact job growth,
economic potential and quality of
life for citizens of the Oltenia region.

“Ford Fund has a proud tradition of
strengthening the communities that
are home to our employees, dealers, suppliers and customers,” said Jim Vella, president of Ford
Motor Company Fund and Community Services. “We are excited to bring our transformational Ford
Resource and Engagement Center model to Europe and provide access to opportunities and
resources that will help make people’s lives better in Romania.”

A four-year, $1 million investment from Ford Fund in partnership with GlobalGiving will support the
establishment of the FREC Craiova. Ford Fund is also contributing to a $100,000 grant meant to
provide necessary refurbishments for the City Hall of Craiova, which will serve as the FREC’s
premises.

“By combining American expertise and enthusiasm for social enterprise with the fertile Romanian
entrepreneurship environment, we hope to challenge more young people to become responsible and
active members of their local community, driven by the desire to make a difference and be part of a
global network,” said Professor Leonardo-Geo Manescu, President of EDUCOL.

Ford Fund is looking to expand to Asia, with plans to launch a FREC in Bangkok in early 2019. These
strategic investments aim to build communities, improve education and promote driving safety.
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